Limited Time Offer

Receive

FREE Lab Equipment

*

with the purchase of any OHAUS EXPLORER®Balance

Buy any OHAUS Explorer balance and choose one of these FREE OHAUS products:

Mini Hotplate
HSMNHP4CAL
30392010

Mini Stirrer

HSMNST4CAL
30392017

Fixed Speed Vortex Mixer
VXMNFS
30392108

Portable pH Meter
ST300-B
83033962

Mini Centrifuge
FC5306
30134157

Special Promotional Offer

*Buy any Explorer balance and receive choice of mini hotplate HSMNHP4CAL (30392010), mini stirrer HSMNST4CAL (30392017), fixed speed
vortex mixer VXMNFS (30392108), portable pH meter ST300-B (83033962), mini centrifuge FC5306 (30134157).To redeem fill out the form
at http://ohaus.com/nlsu and attach a copy of the invoice/receipt from dealer. Valid on Explorer purchases made from 1/1/2021 through
12/31/2021. Redemption must be submitted before 3/1/2022. Limit 1 free item per balance purchased. Cannot be combined with any
other promotion or special offer. Allow up to 10 weeks for delivery of promotional item. Valid in US and Canada only. This promotion is valid
for end users only and on balances purchased from an authorized OHAUS dealer.

Redeem at http://ohaus.com/nlsu
Transcat.com • 800.828.1470

Limited Time Offer

FREE Printer
Receive a

*

with the purchase of any OHAUS
XPLORER® or DVENTURER® Balance

E

A

SF
40A
OHAUS Value in a Full-Featured Printer
The SF40A combines high performance and advanced functionality
in an easy-to-use and set up printer at an exceptional value. This
versatile printer is ideal for use in conjunction with OHAUS balances
and scales in laboratory, industrial, and educational applications to
ensure accurate documentation of weighing results.

Special Promotional Offer

*Buy any Explorer or Adventurer balance and receive a FREE SF40A Printer (30064203). To redeem fill out the form at www.ohaus.com/
printerpromo and attach a copy of the invoice/receipt from dealer. Valid on Explorer and Adventurer purchases made from 1/1/2021
through 6/30/2021. Redemption must be submitted before 9/1/2021. Limit 1 free item per balance purchased. Cannot be combined with
any other promotion or special offer. Allow up to 10 weeks for delivery of promotional item. This promotion is valid for end users only and
on balances purchased from an authorized OHAUS dealer.

Redeem at www.ohaus.com/printerpromo

Transcat.com • 800.828.1470

